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Much of the history of anticolonial movements has been written as if it occurred solely within the boundaries of the emerging nation, or of the imperial enclosure from which it emerged.[...] When we expand our field of vision and place anticolonial nationalist histories within an international context, it is easy to see [...] that after World War I, the circumstances for decolonization were generated as much from the international situation as any other.
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By transcending the national and imperial framework and by exploring the international activities of Indonesian students, we can see how the rise of nationalism inspired the creation of new networks extending beyond the Netherlands and the Netherlands Indies. The Indonesian student community can serve as a good example in the Dutch imperial context of the idea among British historians that the Imperial Project was not only an act of intrusion of a colonial power in foreign lands, but to some extent also worked in the opposite direction with regards to the circulation of people, ideas and political forces.
As Alan Lester points out, 'it is easy to overlook the fact that colonized subjects themselves could and did forge new, anticolonial networks of resistance, which similarly spanned imperial space'. chose to focus on Pan-Islamic networks in Europe.
7 The specific characteristics of the engagements abroad differed from group to group and from time to time.
To be clear, all of these groups were active in the Netherlands throughout the interwar period and succeeded each other chronologically only in organisational strength and ideological articulation.
The Indonesian students participated on the international stage in two ways, which will be evaluated successively. By analysing some of the Dutch Indonesian journals on content and international focus it will become clear that the editors created an international landscape corresponding with their
political preferences and open to public concern and political agitation.
Secondly, Indonesian students in the Netherlands shaped 'real geographies' by maintaining regular contacts with key figures and organisations from the colonised world, such as Messali Hadj from French Algeria, leaders of the Guomindang Party in China and Jawaharlal Nehru in British-India, to name a few. 8 Delegates of the nationalist Perhimpoenan Indonesia regularly attended international conferences, in which the different aspects of anti-colonial struggle were discussed. By describing the gradual integration of various factions of the Indonesian students into international politics, and the nationalist students were the most active group, the dynamism and volatility of international movements and momentums come to the fore.
Moderate journals, narrow perspectives
As a consequence of the social background of most students, the Indonesian community in the Netherlands has not always been susceptible to what happened abroad. The cohorts of students before the First World War were predominantly of Indonesian aristocratic descent. This class was made tributary to the Dutch colonial administration for its wealth and social position in the course of the nineteenth century. Unable to maintain the traditional way of life, many (lower) aristocratic families chose to adapt to artikel -article the new power system and sent their sons to Europe for higher education. Accordingly, the first associations founded by the students -for example the editors of im were particularly interested in countries with emerging national liberation movements, most notably British India, Turkey, China and Egypt.
Regarding British India, the rise and the configuration of the nationalist movement was observed with great interest. The nationalist students were well aware of the different political tendencies within the Indian National Congress. Gandhi's teachings on non-cooperation and mass action were discussed in im, as well as the call for the unity of the Indian people. However, other components of Gandhian philosophy, like the somewhat spiritual emphasis on nonviolence, self-sacrifice and determination, were met with less enthusiasm by the Indonesian students. 16 A similarly nuanced orientation applied to Turkey. The successful foreign policy of Kemal
Atatürk and the harmonious patriotism that he taught his people received considerable attention. Atatürk's difficulties in keeping his movement united and his regular use of intimidation and authoritarian leadership were not mentioned. 17 It might be clear that internationally focused Indonesian nationalism was rather an exercise in defining a political identity than a distanced observation of the wider world.
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As opposed to the wider scope of the nationalist students, the view of the ethical liberal students, still a considerable group after the 'coup' of 1923, remained geographically limited. This becomes clear from the journal Oedaya.
As soon as the Indische Vereeniging changed its course in a nationalist direction, the prominent Indonesian publicist Noto Soeroto turned away from Hindia Poetra/Indonesia Merdeka, which he had helped to establish, and founded a new bilingual journal: Oedaya -Opgang. 19 Although the journal differed from the old Hindia Poetra in some respects, the similarity in political orientation and geographic scope is striking. Again much of the content discussed the arts, the different cultures within the empire and the fruitful cooperation between 'East' and 'West'. Again political issues were avoided, and again the journal contained few articles dealing with foreign news and reflections.
It was basically an 'imperial' journal, discussing the relations between the Netherlands and the Indies within the framework of their colonial relationship.
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A noteworthy faction within the Indonesian student society was the group of ethnic Chinese peranakan students. In 1911 fourteen of them The periodical did not write about the dramatic divides between communists and nationalists, between nationalists and regional warlords, or on the social backgrounds of the hostilities -a discussion that would make the proceedings of the Chinese civil war more comprehensible, but that would also divide the Indonesian community in the Netherlands. As was the case in IM, the majority of the articles on China primarily condemned the influence of the foreign powers occupying the coastal East and South of China and called for national unity.
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European political networks
The political transformations within the Indonesian student community in the Netherlands not only translated into an increasing awareness of news from the colonised world. The actual establishment of contacts with movements abroad and the integration in internationally active political networks was also deemed fundamental, in particular by the nationalist and communist factions.
One of the main motives for nationalist students to be active abroad was the belief that the problems in Indonesia remained unknown to the outside world. were well aware of the political value of cultural propaganda in Paris. As each country was given the opportunity to perform a piece of music or dance, the Indonesians chose a Javanese Wireng dance.
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The fête oriental is an illustration for the importance assigned to art and culture in the political domain. This was not only a nationalist characteristic.
Noto Soeroto for example, mentioned above as a leading figure in Indonesian ethical circles in the Netherlands, spoke three times at cultural events in Copenhagen (1922 ), Paris (1923 ) and Berlin (1925 . In Copenhagen he and eight Indonesian students, most likely from the Indische Vereeniging, gave a gamelan concert. In the other two cities Noto Soeroto lectured about Javanese culture, using examples of Indonesian songs and dances as well. These performances were not so much to show the audience the repressed and curtailed beauty of the Indonesian culture -as seemed to be the purpose of the 
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More important, for the first time the Indonesians entered the terrain of politics abroad. Previously, the nationalist message was implicitly presented in cultural performances, such as the one at the fête orientale in Paris, but in Bièrville the nationalist thought was explicitly articulated in resolutions and manifestos. The Indonesians felt that they had a mission to introduce their country and its national claims to the foreign public. How literally this goal was pursued, can be discerned from the speech that Hatta gave -in fluent French -on behalf of the Indonesians:
C'est sans doute pour la première fois que vous entendez de parler de l'Indonésie, j'espère que ce ne sera pas la dernière. L'Indonésie est le nom de l'Archipel de la Sonde, composé de Sumatra, Java, Bornéo, Célébes et autres îles, The fact that the name 'Indonesia' was officially recognised by the Congress was deemed the most important result for the Indonesians so far.
The League against Imperialism
The climax of the international work of the nationalist Indonesians followed only half a year later. 
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On Monday afternoon, the fourth day of the congress, the situation in Indonesia was discussed. In forty-five minutes Hatta explained where Indonesia was located, the natural resources it possessed, the history of its colonisation and the human suffering that resulted from its occupation.
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He then gave an overview of the genesis of the nationalist movement and the suffocating nature of colonial repression. As a rhetorical climax, Hatta mentioned the latest news from the Netherlands Indies. The Brussels Congress in February 1927 followed only two months after the repression of communist uprisings in Java and Sumatra in late 1926. Although Hatta slightly criticised the lack of discipline of some of the leaders of the revolt he praised the courage of his people. His main conclusion was:
Es ist nicht Indonesien, das für die Unabhängigkeit nicht reif ware, sondern es ist Holland, das nicht fähig ist, ein Volk, größer und mit einer älteren Kultur, als es selbst besitzt, zu erziehen.
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Finally, the speaker proposed a resolution expressing solidarity with the insurgents and demanding an immediate end to the repression of the colonial regime.
Returning from their journey to Brussels, the Indonesians were very positive about their appearance at the conference, despite the fact that the Dutch and foreign press had hardly paid attention to their contribution. Brüssel, 10-15 Februar 1927 (Berlin 1927 elected to the League's board. The main tasks of the Executive Committee were to represent the League between the conferences, to determine the agenda and to spread propaganda. It also acted as coordinator between the many member organisations. 43 In his capacity as board member, Hatta had to stay in regular contact with other members and had to be present at the board meetings that were organised every few months, each in another European city. nationalist cause per se was abandoned. By doing so, the editors of im followed the directives from Moscow that stressed the importance of international workers' solidarity above nationalist interests.
The appreciation of the champions of the anti-colonial struggle in the pi and im also changed dramatically. The nationalist movement in the Netherlands would not regain the strength to establish international cooperation with other nationalist movements until after the Second World War, after the Indonesian proclamation of independence, when Hatta called upon his 'old comrades wherever they may be' to revive the spirit of unity of Bièrville and Brussels and to rally behind the Indonesian cause.
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Concluding remarks
The international activities of Indonesian students in the Netherlands did not that seemed to push boundaries worldwide. It could even have made sacrifices more bearable against the backdrop of those made by colonised peoples around the world.
Another fundamental result of the foreign activities of the Indonesian students was a display to the world of a substantial body of educated Indonesians who desired independence, had a coherent ideology and commanded a mass following in Indonesia. As such, long before actual sovereignty was transferred to an independent Indonesian state, its selfproclaimed representatives announced themselves on the international stage.
Finally, regardless the concrete benefits of these networks and contacts for the Indonesians, it might be clear that the indigenous elites from various colonial countries made use of the imperial centres to which they were drawn to establish contacts with key figures from other colonised countries. I want to avoid the impression that imperialism provided equal opportunities to engage on the international stage for both colonisers and colonised. The freedom of movement, of capital circulation and of ideas was undeniably more to the benefit of the colonial side. Nonetheless, counter-imperial networks of engagement and agitation were created by various groups from the colonised world as well. The project is under supervision of Prof.dr J.T. Leerssen. Email: k.stutje@uva.nl.
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